
Referral program



What is Powlifer?

We sell vitamin intake schemes. 

Our schemes were created by doctors to have 
the maximum positive effect on the body.



When you buy a scheme, you receive a list

of supplements, as well as their intake time.

We do not sell supplements. 



Up to 20%
your commission

We offer 180 
schemes for sale 




Our advantages

Ready-made schemes 

for vitamins and 
supplements intake 

designed for a specific 
purpose

The schemes were

created by leading 
doctors in sports 
medicine and nutrition 
specialists

High commission 

on scheme sales 

and a convenient 
registration 

system 



Each scheme has a schedule with

an indication of intake intervals. 

A scheme consists of 4–7 supplements.

For each supplement, the following is indicated:

 supplement name
 its photo
 manufacturer



 intake amount 
 intake time 



INTAKE SCHEDULE	

	
Take during 2 weeks according to the scheme.

Pause for 1 week.

1 caps.


9:00

Glycine

(1000 mg)


Now Foods

What a scheme looks like 



Antistress Beauty Brain Energy

The schemes are divided into categories for convenience. 

The category includes one area of development. 

category8
Featured schemes 

Heart



Women and men who 
care about their health 
and the health of their 
families

Young mothers who need 
to boost their immunity 
and take care of their 
babies’ immunity 

Elderly people 
who strive to stay 
vigorous and 
active

Target audience



A wide range of schemes 
that will increase 
efficiency at work 

Offices Gyms Hospitals

Schemes help you feel 
better and perform 
better in sport

Schemes help 
restore the body's 
strength 

Points of demand 



Earnings from sales 
There are three levels of schemes. Base, Optimum, Premium.

They differ in price and sales remuneration. 

6,99 $ 9,99 $ 12,99 $

5% 10% 20%

Base Optimum Premium

Scheme price $

Your commission%



How to get started with us 

Sign up for a personal 
account via email 

Setting up your 
payout method 

Sales through

a referral link 



1642

$ 794.68

After a simple registration, you 
get access to a user-friendly 
personal account. 



Here you can keep track of your 
sales, generate links and see the 
commission on your sales.

User account 



Thank you 

for your attention!

Contact us if you 

have any questions:


powlifergroupllc@gmail.com


Our website:


www.powlifer.com


Registration in our program: 


www.powlifer.com/pages/refferal


https://www.powlifer.com/
https://www.powlifer.com/pages/refferal

